CY1359 Silcaress DK
C2C Rainbow Blanket
Measurements
Finished blanket measures 110cm x 110cm
Materials
Silcaress DK 100g - (A) Raspberry 2278 x 1 ball, (B) Fondant 2837 x 1 ball, (C) Clementine 2093 x 2 balls, (D)
Buttercup 2887 x 3 balls, (E) Apple 2956 x 3 balls, (F) Sherbert 2723 x 2 balls, (G) Cornflower 2119 x 1 ball, (H)
Velvet 2777 x 1 ball.
5.5mm crochet hook

Abbreviations
ch

Chain

tr

Treble Crochet

st

Stitch

Special Stitches
tr3tog Work 3 trebles stitches together
Notes
Pattern
This pattern uses the ‘corner to
corner’ crochet technique. As the
name suggests you are working
from one corner of the blanket to
the opposite corner by crocheting
an increasing and then decreasing
number of blocks.

Using 2 strands of yarn A held
together, ch6.

I have given written instructions
for the first 3 rows and
information on how to change
colour and decrease rows. After
this you can follow the chart for
colour change info.

Row 2: ch6, tr in the 4th ch from
hook, tr in remaining 2 ch (2nd
block made), turn the 1st block
and ss into the space between ch3
and 1st tr of first block, ch3, 3tr
into same space to create 3rd
block and complete this row.

When you are changing colour
you will only change one strand at
a time. For example - at the end of
Row 6 you will swap 1 strand of
yarn A for 1 strand of yarn B.
Decreases
Start decreasing at the end of row
45. Do not do a 6 ch, instead you
need to turn your work and ss
along the edge of the block you
just made. Once you are in the
turning chain space 3 ch and start
building blocks as per the increase
rows.

Row 1: tr in the 4th ch from hook,
tr in remaining 2 ch (1st block
made).

Row 3: ch6, tr in the 4th ch from
hook, tr in remaining 2 ch, turn
work and ss into space between
ch3 and 1st tr of previous block,
ch3, 3tr in same space, ss to next
block, ch3, 3tr in same space to
complete the row.
Row 4-45: Continue increasing in
the same way as described in row
3, changing colours as per the
chart given. At the end of row 45
you will begin your first decrease
row.
Row 46-89: Work decrease rows
as per instructions, changing
colours where needed. Fasten off,
sew in any loose ends.
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